Abstract-In this paper, source and relay precoders are derived which optimize upper and lower bounds on the Gaussian MIMO relay channel capacity. First, the prior art on the cut-set upperbound on capacity is extended by showing that the optimization of the source and relay codebooks can be formulated as a convex problem without having to introduce a scalar parameter that captures their cross-correlation. Both the Full-Duplex and Time Division Duplex (TDD) relay channels are addressed, assuming perfect knowledge of all channels, and two procedures are proposed which solve the problem efficiently by relying on analytical expressions of gradients, subgradients and projection operators: the first one solves the dual problem while the second one applies the barrier method. Similar techniques are then used to maximize the achievable rate of Decode-and-Forward (DF) TDD MIMO relaying strategies with either partial or full decoding at the relay. Sub-optimum precoders are also proposed which have a closed-form expression that can be obtained from the KKT conditions, thus reducing the computational complexity at the expense of a lower rate. Simulations in a cellular downlink scenario show that the partial DF strategy can achieve a rate very close to capacity for realistic values of the Source to Relay signalto-noise ratio. Finally, the availability of Channel State Information (CSI) in a real system is discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cooperative Relaying is regarded as a promising technique for next generation cellular wireless systems (e.g. [1] ) and is being considered by several standardization groups (e.g. IEEE802.16j). This paper focuses on the one-way single relay channel, where the Relay (R) cooperates with the Source (S) and the Destination (D) to maximize the information rate from S to O. Although full-duplex relaying is briefly addressed, most of the paper considers a two-phase TOO relaying l protocol with a relay-receive slot of relative duration denoted by IE [0;1] and a relay-transmit slot of duration 1-1. The number of antennas at S, Rand D are respectively denoted by N s , N R and N D and each one may be greater than 1. The channels from S to D, S to Rand R to 0 are all assumed static and are denoted respectively H o , HI and H 2 • Full knowledge of all channels is assumed to be available at all 1 Half-Duplex relaying lends itself more easily to practical implementation, by removing the need to physically isolate the relay transmit and receive chains nodes, except in section IV where this assumption, called "full CSI" in the rest of the paper, is challenged.
The maximization of the Gaussian MIMO channel capacity with perfect CSI at the source is solved by Telatar in [2] . In the landmark paper [3] , the capacity of the full-duplex singlerelay channel is studied: the Decode-and-Forward (OF) (Theorem 1) and Compress-and-Forward (CF) (Theorem 6) coding strategies are introduced and an upper-bound on the relay channel capacity (a.k.a. cut-set bound) is provided. In OF the relay decodes at least a part of the message transmitted by the source, whereas in CF the relay observation is compressed and forwarded to the destination as a new codeword. In this paper, we focus on OF. Neither OF nor CF is capacity-achieving in the general relay channel, but OF meets the cut-set bound when R gets infinitely close to S, while CF outperforms OF when R gets close to 0, ultimately achieving the capacity when their distance goes to zero (see e.g. [4] ). Other strategies exist like Amplify-and-Forward (AF) which can be viewed as a sub-case of Linear Relaying (LR). One advantage of LR is processing simplicity and we refer the reader to e.g. [5] for the optimization of linear relaying with full MIMO CSI. A drawback of LR in the single TOO relaying case is that the time-sharing is constrained to 1=1/2, which severely limits the achievable rate. This effect can be alleviated by two-path relaying (when multiple relays are available) or two-way relaying (which applies to bidirectional traffic) for which precoder optimization can also be performed [8] .
In [6] , the cut-set bound and the achievable rate of a partial OF strategy are expressed in the case of Gaussian TOO relaying, assuming single antenna devices. In [7] , an upperbound and several lower-bounds are derived for the fullduplex MIMO relay channel with full CSI. In [9] , two strategies are introduced which improve the achievable rate on the full-duplex MIMO relay channel. The present paper aims at contributing to the study of MIMO relaying as follows:
• Two alternative convex optimization procedures are presented in section II, which compute the cut-set upper-bound on both full-duplex and TOO MIMO relay channels without requiring the introduction of a scalar parameter to capture the cross-correlation as in [7] .
•
The achievable rates of OF strategies with either partial or full decoding at the relay are computed for the TOO MIMO relay channel in section III. Moreover, sub-
(1)
which is convex in (R~) ,R~)) for a given t .
B. Solution ofthe problems
The procedures presented in this section aim at solving (8) and (10) efficiently by relying on the convex optimization literature [10] [11] . Let first focus on (8). It can be turned into a differentiable problem by writing the equivalent epigraph [10] form of the problem: 
where vec{.) is the operator that stacks the colums of a matrix to generate a column vector.
Starting from (11) , a first method to compute the cut-set bound consists in solving the dual problem:
where (a) comes from equation (5) here P s and P R are the maximum transmit powers at Sand R. The objective is concave on the PSO cone, because it is the pointwise minimum of two concave functions [10] . Therefore the problem is convex with respect to a unique variable R SR • In the case of TOO relaying, the cut-set bound can be expressed as follows (see equation (77) in [6] ):
where the superscript (i) indicates the slot during which the signal was transmitted or received. Using similar arguments as in the full-duplex case, the cut-set bound for the TOO MIMO relay channel can be expressed as: 
optimum source and relay precoders are proposed with analytical expressions derived from KKT conditions. • The upper and lower bounds are benchmarked by simulations in a cellular downlink scenario (section IV) before discussing on CSI availability in real systems.
We start by introducing the notations and formulating the cut-set bound as the solution of a convex optimization problem in the full-duplex and TOO relaying cases, before proposing methods to solve it.
A. Formulation ofthe problem
In full-duplex MIMO relaying, the signals received at the relay and destination can be written as in [7] :
YR=H1xS+DR YD =Hoxs+H2XR+DD where circularly symmetric complex white Gaussian noise of unit variance is assumed at the relay and destination, Le.
DR -CN(O,I NR ) and DD -CN(O,I ND ).
The expression of the cut-set bound is given by equation (3) in [7] :
CFD::;
max min(I(xs;Y D,YRIxR),I(xs,XR;Y D)) P(XS,XR)
where the maximization is performed over the distribution of the source and relay codebooks p(XS'x R ). The authors in [7] show that Gaussian codebooks are optimum and conclude that the optimization of (2) . This optimization seems highly non-trivial and the authors resort to introducing a scalar parameter p that captures the cross-correlation in order to finally obtain (Theorem 3.1) an upper-bound which involves a maximization only over R s , RR and p. This bound is however not evaluated in the fixed channel case in [7] and its numerical computation seems complex because evaluating the objective requires to solve an optimization problem (equation (9) in [7] ). However, let define the joint covariance matrix: (5.27) in [10] , strong duality (Le. zero duality gap) holds in (11) and therefore solving (13) or (11) yields the same value for the cut-set bound. The computation ofthe dual function g(J.1) at a given point J.10 can be performed by the Gradient Projection Method (GPM, see section 2.3 in [11] ). The gradient of the Lagrangian at a point v0reads:
VL1YO~(dLI vec(2~JTJT (14) dE Yo~YO An analytical expression ofthe gradient can be obtained from the following formulas (see [12] and [13] ):
The GPM is an iterative algorithm which computes at step k the following points: There exist various methods to select parameters S(k) and a(k) in order to ensure convergence. In our simulations we used the Armijo Rule along the feasible direction (sec. 2.3 in [11] ). In order to solve the dual problem, it remains to maximize the dual function with respect to J.1. From (13) , the dual function may not be differentiable. However, as shown below, an analytical expression of a subgradient can be found (see also sec. 6.3 of [11] ). Since the dual function is concave in J.1, a vector h is a subgradient of g at J.10 if for all J. 11 :
Let V o and VI be minimizers of the Lagrangian at respectively J.10 and J.11 . Then g("l)~L(Vl'''I)~L(vo'''I)
=> g(fJ1)-g(fJo)~L(V O ,J.11)-L(v o ,J.1o) =f (VO)T (PI-PO)
where the constraints f were rewritten as a function of v. From (19) and (18) it can be concluded that C(v o ) is a subgradient of g at J.10, and the dual can be solved efficiently by subgradient methods. We refer the reader to sec. 6.3 of [11] for step size selection strategies.
We have described a procedure that computes the dual using the GPM and maximizes it via a subgradient method. Another alternative is to solve the primal problem using the barrier method [10] , which we only briefly describe here for lack of space. In this case, a (logarithmic) barrier of the form -mloge-J;) is added to the objective for each inequality constraint before minimization, with m a positive parameter that is decreased at each outer iteration of the method. The 3 constraint R SR~°c an be taken into account by adding the barrier -mloglRsRI (Theorem 5.1 in [14] ). As before, an analytical expression ofthe gradient can be found.
The two previously described optimization procedures can be directly applied to compute CFD' but computing C TDD requires to run a one-dimensional maximization over t on top of the convex optimization. Fortunately, the search over t can be performed by efficient techniques such as the Golden Section Search. Indeed, it can be checked numerically that the following function of t is unimodal (i.e. monotonically increasing until a maximum, then monotonically decreasing):
In this section, the cut-set upper-bound on capacity was expressed in the full-duplex and TOO MIMO relaying cases, and two numerical evaluation procedures were proposed. The next section will address the maximization of achievable rates.
III. OECODE-AND-FoRWARD WITH FULL CSI

A. The Partial DF strategy
In a partial OF scheme [4] [6], S transmits a first message (Va at rate~using signal x~) (at) during the first slot. The relay (R) transmits X~2) (at) during the second slot while S transmits X~2) (~,~)= X~~6 (~)+x~~i (~). This strategy is often called partial OF because R only decodes the part~of the message (~,~) to cooperate with S during the second slot. Because we assume a synchronized scenario, the signals X~2) (at) and X~~6 (at) are correlated, whereas~is mapped onto an independent signal x~~i (~) transmitted at rate R 1 using superposition coding. The destination successively decodes~and~. The derivation of the achievable rate is a straightforward extension of the proof of Prop. 2 in [6] and leads to:
t,p(x~),x~~b,x~~~,x~») t, RY)~O, R~3~0, R~~,o~O R A~t log2lINR +H1R~)Hfl+(I-t)log2IIND +HoDsRi~~D~H~1 (22) RB~tlog2IIND +HoR~)H~1
R(2)~E[[(X(2»)T (X(2»)TJ T [(X(2»)H (X(2»)HJ] and the transmit
SR,O s,o R S,O
R power constraints can be written as:
tr(R~»)~Ps ; tr(DRR~loD~)~PR (24) tr(R~D+tr(DsR~,oD~)~~(25)
The problem (21) is convex and the maximization of the achievable rate of the partial DF strategy can be carried on using the methods described in the previous section.
B. Sub-optimum strategies
We now consider a sub-optimum strategy, that we call full OF (FDF) which is defined as a variant of partial DF in which the relay decodes the whole message and the source does not 
Although R FDF can be solved using the procedures described in section II.B, we decide to evaluate sub-optimum precoders at the Source and Relay with a structure that further reduces the optimization complexity.
1) Sub-optimum Source precoder during 1 st slot
Let first consider the optimization of R~) and introduce the
SVD of H o and HI:
Ho=UoAoV: and H1=UIA1Vt (33) withAo~diag(~,i) and AI~diag(~,;). We arbitrarily impose the following structure to the source covariance matrix:
The structure (34) stems from the intuition that the source shall transmit part of its power on the eigenmodes of the channel to the relay and the rest on the eigenmodes of the channel to the destination (note the similarity with the precoder optimization in The solution (37) can be obtained by a water-filling algorithm with two water levels a and fJ which are not independent due to the total source power constraint in (36). A fraction 4~( 1T Pi )/P s of it will be transmitted on the source-relay channel eigenmodes, while the rest 1-~will be transmitted on the eigenmodes of the source-destination channel. Finding a and fJ amounts to finding the optimum i1. E [0;1]. It can be checked that J 1 is non-decreasing with~while J o is nonincreasing. Therefore, the optimum 11 can be found by equating the left-hand and right-hand sides of the min(.) in (36), provided that (I-t)R B ,2~tJI at~=1. Otherwise the solution is trivial (Le. A=0 or A=1). In summary, we propose in this section a sub-optimum approach which has low complexity. It consists in transmitting a fraction of the source power on the eigenmodes of the channel to the relay and the rest on the eigenmodes of the channel to the destination, after determining the optimum balance. Note that equality occurs in (35) when the two channels tum out to be orthogonal, and in this case the solution (34) then Hadamard determinant inequality can be applied as in [2] to show that the optimum R is diagonal. In other words, under a total transmit power constraint at the source and relay, transmitting on the eigenmodes ofthe joint channel [H 2 H o ] is optimum.
IV. ApPLICATION To THE DOWNLINK OF CELLULAR SYSTEMS
In this section, we illustrate the application ofthe upper and lower bounds on the TDD MIMO relay channel in a cellular downlink scenario. Let assume a Base Station (BS) equipped with Ns = 2 antennas per sector. The BS is in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) with a dual antenna N R =2 fixed Relay Station (RS), State-of-the-art TDD systems often rely on uplink!downlink channel reciprocity to enable CSIT exploitation without having to explictly feed back the channel coefficients. However, in cooperative relaying it is hard ifnot impossible to avoid explicit signaling because for instance the BS cannot estimate the RS-MS channel by means of reciprocity. Quantized codebooks [15] On Fig. 1 , the average achievable rate of the partial DF and full DF (FDF) strategies are plotted as a function of the SNR on the BS-RS link ( SNR 1 ). The 2x2 MIMO channel capacity is also plotted for reference with (solid line) and without (dashed line) CSI at the transmitter side, in order to highlight the waterfilling gain. It can be checked that single-hop transmission outperforms noncooperative DF relaying even at high SNR 1 , but is outperformed by all cooperative DF strategies (even the suboptimum FDF with vector optimization) when SNR 1 exceeds a threshold around 3 dB. As expected, the partial DF outperforms FDF and both achieve rates quite close to the cutset bound at high SNR 1 (only 0.2 bit per channel use away at SNR 1 =20dB ). Also note that the cooperative DF strategies exploit a larger total transmit power during the 2 nd slot.
However, it can be verified (not plotted here) that cooperative DF still improves upon both single-hop and non-cooperative DF under the same sum-power constraint.
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approach the average FDF achievable rate by less than 0.5 bit per channel use. The design of quantized codebooks for cooperative relaying thus seems a promising topic.
v. CONCLUSION
The cut-set bound on the MIMO relay channel capacity can be efficiently computed in the full-duplex and TDD cases by convex optimization techniques, assuming full knowledge of all channels. Moreover, the same techniques can be applied to derive the achievable rate of partial DF with source and relay precoders optimization. Sub-optimum strategies and precoders with lower complexity can also be considered at the expense of lower rate. Finally, the exploitation of partial and statistical channel knowledge and the application of quantized codebooks seem promising topics in order to approach in a real system the achievable rate gains derived in this paper. 
